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have enabled efficient information distribution,
have been opening new possibilities in the
sophistication of services in the business sector
and the utilization of information in the academic
research sphere.
Chapter 3 gives an overview, among other
web ser vice technologies, of the “ontology”
- based Semantic Web tech nolog y i ntended
for knowledge processing. This technology is
currently being internationally standardized and
is actively used for scientific and technological
studies. Chapter 4, focusing on the research
resu lts presented at major i nter national
conferences in recent years on the Semantic Web,
outlines research trends as well as how research
activities should be promoted in this area.
Concluding Remarks are given in Chapter 5.

Introduction

Web service refers to technology that combines
multiple data sources accumulated on the web to
provide users with desired information services.
The Semantic Web, technology that deals with
“semantics,” represents in the narrow sense the
standard defined by W3C regarding the means of
publishing documents for information sharing,
and in the broad sense, technology that addresses
ontology and other semantic aspects of published
documents. These technologies could help build
advanced information processing environments
in which, for example, knowledge can be shared
through the Internet. Current trends in web
technologies are thus contributing to building
environments for more sophisticated knowledge
processing and more diverse service applications.
Technologies in this area have been rapidly
standardized recently and are becoming more
i mpor t a nt i n i ndu s t r y. A mong a r a nge of
structured technologies called web services,
this report focuses on the Semantic Web and
describes its trends. In some research fields in
science and technology, there has been a growing
need for knowledge processing, which is a goal of
the Semantic Web and is a front-line constituent
technology in this technological field. This
technology is becoming increasingly significant,
notably in bioinformatics, as a tool to derive
future directions in research from a massive
database of accumulated research results.
Chapter 2 describes trends in information
distribution technology focusing on knowledge
processing. In other words, it explains how
recent advances in web technologies, which

2

Trends in
web service technology

This chapter first outlines how web service
technology has evolved, then provides specific
examples that imply the ideal forms pursued by
current Internet-based services. It then examines
the benefits of web services.

2-1

The trend of providing services
on the web

Technologies that handle the information
available on the Internet have evolved through
several steps. The first step was the widespread
u s e of e - m a i l i n t he e a r l y 19 9 0 s a nd t he
emergence of the World Wide Web (W W W),
through which electronic documents formatted
in HTML (HyperText Markup Language) can
be publ ished. One character istic of HTML
24
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Figure 1 : Conceptual model of knowledge processing
in the Semantic Web

documents is the ability to express hyperlinks,
which act as entrances to other documents.
However, this capability alone is insufficient for
providing links between published documents.
To complement this, XML (eXtensible Markup
L a ng u a ge) wa s b or n, a l low i ng elec t r on ic
information produced by any entity to use a
common description format. In XML, the data
items that represent the product name and
the price in a document, for example, can be
defined and identified so that different companies
involved in merchandise distribution can share
forms and other related documents electronically.
Moreover, XML contributes to the structured
collection and use of information. Structurally
collected information can be easily modified for
other purposes. These technological advances
h ave m a d e t he col le c t e d i n for m at ion, or
databases, applicable for diverse uses.
A long wit h development i n sha r i ng a nd
str uctur i ng i n for mation, envi ron ments
for docu ment processi ng a nd i n for mation
i nteroper at ion h ave been developed. T he
programming language called Java, for example,
allows in formation accumulated in X ML to
be processed to display pages with dynamic
movement a nd en able s i n for m at ion to b e
input from remote places. In other words,
these developments have enabled the ability to
manipulate documents in various predefined
formats in web pages and to provide access to
large-scale databases of documented information.

2-2

Source: Prepared by STFC

that its agent can help you plan a vacation. The
essential information in planning a trip is where
and when to go. Next, limiting factors such as
budget need to be considered. In addition, you
may have preferences regarding airline company,
seat type, and so forth. To have your travel
agent create your travel itinerary and make the
necessar y arrangements, which are ser vices
you expect to receive, you have to supply such
information to the agent.
The most important element of a good travel
agent is the ability to communicate actively
with the customer. Naturally, the agent and the
customer need to share language, vocabulary, and
terms. This is a tacit assumption in human-human
communication. The next important element
is the ability to make a proposal based on the
knowledge of the customer's preferences. This
hopefully involves not only a one-way supply of
information, such as giving recommendations, but
services that meet the known customer needs,
such as choosing services that accept discount
coupons. Ideally, the agent remembers the
personal preferences of the customer so that they
are reflected in future travel planning. The agent
should also be able to perform the necessary
tasks autonomously even when the customer is
not present, which means saving the customer
waiting if it takes time to complete hotel and
ticket booking arrangements.
In short, a good agent collects key information,
chooses options accordi ng the customer’s
preferences, and conducts booking and other
services with the consent of the customer. In
conducting these tasks, the agent needs to share
vocabulary with the provider of the information
and the customer, and make decisions based on

Providing ideal services

T hese tech nolog ies help constr uct a n
integrated environment for operating
electronically stored information and documents.
In particular, the electronic commerce sector
has actively introduced electronic information
shar i ng to ma nage distr ibution processes.
The services offered in this environment are
essentially the content of information provided.
This raises the question of what would be the
ideal forms of service, or information, that the
Internet could provide. This question is explored
below, although it may seem to be a hypothetical
issue.
Suppose that you are going to take several days
off to travel. You are visiting a travel agency so
25
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the acquired information.
The amount of information available on the
Internet or the web has been growing explosively,
and it will reach 100 times today’s size in the
next few years, according to a projection. There
is no doubt that the number of “hits” for searches
will become so massive that narrowing down
search results will require enormous effort.
If this becomes a reality, conventional search
engines that depend on statistical operations to
rank search information will be no longer able
to return satisfactory results. This will raise the
ironic problem of inability to find information
even if there is plenty of useful information on
the web.
The goal of web ser vices is to assimilate
different description formats of information
sources and to provide a description format for
each demanded service that is adapted to it.
This allows the selection of services that meet
customer needs from a massive information
space. If this technology matures, the following
web services will become available.

when hierarchical ly expressing a sof t ware
structure. First, the top layer uses the function
of the layer below it to implement its own
expected function. Second, functions are defined
independently among different layers. In other
words, the function of the databases constructed
using XML and other technologies is used to
describe the semantic world, and this description
then serves as the base of knowledge processing.
K nowledge processing - based ser vices are
conducted by building vocabulary structures
called ontologies at the top knowledge processing
layer and by describing services that define the
relationship among the ontologies. In fact, this
hierarchy can be divided into more detailed
layers whose specifications have been set up as a
standard technology. Chapter 3 further explains
this detailed hierarchy known as the “layer cake.”

2-4

Some researchers indicate that “service”-related
science is essential today, particularly from the
viewpoint of innovation policy. Focusing on
service is especially important as a direction of
development in information technology[1].
Let us take the foresight study conducted by
the National Institute of Science and Technology
Policy as an example. From all areas of scientific
and technological research, it has selected 130
“hot science and technology areas,” assumed
to be noteworthy in the next 10 years. A closer
examination of these areas reveals that, for
many of them, the presence of web services and
other large - scale information search tools are
effective or even indispensable for technological
achievements intended in the area.
This applies to the research area of “support for
human intelligence,” which was selected in the
study from the information and communications
f ield , a nd to “ t a i lor - m a d e me d ic i ne” a nd
"biometric personal authentication" in the life
science field. These technological areas would
benefit from web services.
Similar emphasis on service in the evolution
of information technology can be obser ved
in the review results presented by exper ts
in a recent European study on science and
technolog y foresight [10 ] . This suggests that

(i) An environment in which people who know
little about information technology can
easily input and output information
(ii) An Internet world that is accessible as a
huge distributed knowledge database
(iii) Creation of new services by integrating
data assets that have or igi nal ly been
constructed for different purposes
Web s e r v ice s w it h s uch ch a r ac te r i s t ics
are expected to contr ibute, among others,
to narrowing the digital divide, addressing
aging societies, supporting lifelong study, and
controlling diverse information terminals and
robots, consequently facilitating aids linked to
people's daily lives.

2-3

Possibilities of web services
in hot science and technology fields

An overview of
Semantic Web technologies

Figure 1 shows a conceptual model of the
technologies that help provide these advanced
services. The structure can be divided into three
tiers: from bottom to top, (i) the syntax layer,
(ii) the semantic layer, and (iii) the knowledge
processing layer. There are two points of note
26
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Figure 2 : Layer cake

web services constitute a technological field
in which discussion should not be limited to
technological advances within the information
technology sphere, but should concretely address
the possibility of the fusion of web services with
other fields and sectors.

3

Structure of
Semantic Web technologies

T he pr i m a r y tech nolog ica l s cheme s for
implementing web services are the Semantic
Web and UDDI, the latter being explained later.
This chapter first addresses the Semantic Web
by describing ontology as its key concept, the
language known as RDF, which is fundamental to
knowledge processing, and the model of service
provision. How the Semantic Web relates to UDDI
is discussed at the end of the chapter.

3-1

Source: Prepared by STFC based on the reference[11]

2, known as the layer cake, defines the process
of this structuring. The layers of this hierarchy
have been specified one by one, starting from
the bottom, and the specification process has
so far been completed up to the fifth layer, the
Ontology layer. This technological model has
been discussed internationally by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C), a standardization
organization[11].
The information available on the web is usually
in either text or graphic form and is categorized
as “syntax”- level in formation. This t ype of
information is expressed in syntax. HTML and
XML are widely used syntaxes.
To dea l with sema ntics, some layers are
assigned to RDF, a notion explained below. These
layers describe a knowledge structure built
according to a specific set of rules.
On the top of these is the Ontology layer. In
this layer, the target knowledge structures are
formed as a vocabulary collected in RDF and
as a set of rules to apply it. Genome and other
application areas mentioned below are examples
of ontologies constructed in this way and systems
of using such ontologies.

Ontology-based linkage

To allow researchers to perform as advanced
information searches through a practical- sized
database as that described in the example of the
travel agent, the construction of ontology is the
primary issue.
“Ontolog y” is a term used in the field of
artificial intelligence to represent the structure
of vocabulary. For instance, when someone runs
a search for the term “Newtonian mechanics,”
the search engi ne is most l i kely to si mply
compare text data for matching. In contrast,
ontology- based advanced searches refer, for
example, to exploiti ng the relationsh ip of
“Newtonian mechanics” with “physics” or even
with “relativity theory,” which, like Newtonian
mechanics, belongs to physics but is a different
piece of knowledge in the area. Describing
these relationships requires the accumulation of
information according to a specific set of rules
known as a logical expression. In summar y,
ontology- based knowledge processing means
constructing systems that can answer diverse
queries, using the accumulation of structures.

3-2

3-3

Resource Definition Framework (RDF)

Let me briefly give an example of “knowledge
description” here. Figure 3 shows a triple syntax
called an RDF graph. RDF, an abbreviation for
“Resource Definition Framework,” is a concept
adopted i n def i n i ng k nowledge str uct u re.
Knowledge fragments are expressed in a syntax
consisting of three elements: the subject, the
predicate, and the object. There are several

The layer cake

The previous section explained that structures
are used in the Semantic Web to accumulate
and apply information. The diagram in Figure
27
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Figure 3 : Ontology construction logic

Source: Prepared by STFC

notation methods for this structure.
The example in the above chart refers to an
online bookstore. The subject is a collection of
books representing the merchandise displayed
at the store, for instance. The predicate defines
the rule: “sales” based on the “inventory” of the
displayed merchandise. Hence, this diagram
shows that the web page introduced by the
predicate contains descriptions that serve as the
object-the properties of the data on individual
books - , such as the book title, “Ma nag i ng
Innovation,”, and the number of copies in the
inventory, “15 copies.” The example assumes
t h at t he ret a i ler a nd wholesa ler m a i nt a i n
separate databases for merchandise control.
The online store in this example uses Semantic
Web technology to implement the service of
“inventory inquiry.”

3-4

for purposes other than sales, data on academic
research, whose applications are not always
specified in advance, could be used for a broader
range of services.
In short, in web services, the three parties
- the data provider, the service provider, and
the service user - can be independent entities.
Therefore, service brokerage for selling certain
services is feasible as a business. Figure 4 depicts
the conceptual relationship among these entities.
C u r r e n t l y, t e c h n o l o g i s t s w h o p r o m o t e
electronic commerce assume that diverse services
in business can be efficiently provided in such
a structure. Similarly, in the academic research
domain, it would be possible for computers to
assist in deriving new academic findings from
massive information databases constructed for
different purposes in the same field.

3-5

Service provision models

Related technological schemes

For the Semantic Web, W3C has been setting
international standards [11] and has published
recommendations together with specifications
for peripheral technologies. There is another
standard developed by the OASIS Consortium,
an organization established in 2000. It is called
UDDI (Universal Description, Discover y and
Integration) [9] and coexists with the Semantic
Web standard scheme. The U DDI standard
consists of UDDI Data Structure Reference, which
is the main part and defines the structure of

Providing services through the web is not
a two - fold process simply consisting of the
information provider and its user. For example,
there may be a business sector in which the
provider of service-related information such as
inventories of goods is not the business entity
engaged in sales. In this case, for consumers to
receive more advanced services, this information
needs to be shared under specific rules. While
inventory information may not be applicable
28
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Figure 4 : Conceptual model of service brokerage

then listed with short descriptions.
(1) Semantic integration
In the Semantic Web, more than one ontology
can sometimes be created in the same field. This
occurs, for example, when document databases
developed over many years in different research
institutes are to be integrated for interoperation.
In this case, technologies for integrating multiple
semantics, such as a technology for correlating
different ontologies, will play an important role.
This underlines the significance of research in
these areas as correlation between ontologies and
correlation between a global ontology and a local
ontology. Studies in these areas are considered to
be extensions of data integration research in the
database sector of artificial intelligence.

Source: Prepared by STFC

the data to be stored in the database called the
Business Registry, and UDDI Programmer’s API,
which is a programming interface for developing
applications for using UDDI data. It is in this
interface section that programmers develop
software related to the content of the services
intended. UDDI seeks to provide advanced
web-based services in the electronic commerce
area in particular. Note that under the UDDI
standard, no ontology level is specified. This
suggests that UDDI depends on descriptions in
natural language concerning the semantics of
services.
As with Semantic Web technologies, UDDI
technologies assume that providing data is
independent of the services based on that data,
and that constructing services is feasible as a
business. This perception is common across all
web service technologies.

4

(2) Description logic reasoning
To describe ontologies, logical expressions
need to be configured. This process uses a syntax
called predicate logic. Ontologies are written in
OWL (Web Ontology Writing Language), whose
standardization has been conducted by W3C.
Describing a knowledge structure in predicate
logic cor responds to constr ucti ng a set of
elements that meet a certain condition, such as
“If A, then B.” The resulting set is the database
fundamental to knowledge processing in the
Semantic Web.
Knowledge processing based on predicate
logic takes the form of generating answers from
a collection of fragments of knowledge, such as
“If A is true, then B is satisfied” and “If B, then
C,” to queries such as “Is Z true, if A holds?”
This process is referred to as the reasoning
mechanism. An important research direction
in the Semantic Web is constructing ontology
databases in the target knowledge areas, followed
by ef fectively i mplementi ng the reason i ng
mechanism using OWL in each area.

Research trends
in the Semantic Web

This chapter describes research activities
on Semantic Web tech nologies and on the
application of such technologies to other fields
of study, and examines research promotion
possibilities in this area.

4-1

Theoretical research
on the Semantic Web

(3) Finding, linking,
and implementing services
The process of finding the necessary service
in a network and receiving it corresponds to a
user inputting keywords to search through a
network for the desired service and executing the
program. This can be regarded as an extension

In the following section, trends in theoretical
research activities are br ief ly reviewed i n
connection with major topics. Next, as examples
of attempts to extend these activities to applied
research, some applied projects in the area of
bioinformatics are examined. Ongoing research
projects supported by public funds in Japan are
29
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of typing keywords in an online search engine
and finding the desired website. In this case, the
requested service is expressed as a data sequence
in certain structure. From this perspective,
researchers are studying techniques to determine
whether the description of a demanded service
matches the description by the service provider
as well as the efficiency of such techniques.
Some research projects are seeking to apply
query schemes to practical applications and to
benchmark such schemes. Others are attempting
to dynam ical ly combi ne ser vices by usi ng
reasoning engines. This includes studies on
algorisms to identify relations between metadata
attached to services to describe the content of
service. Some others adopt service condition
comparisons and syntax comparisons in these
studies.

4-2

interoperability. More specifically, this means
constructing a platform through which services
are provided to write the results of numeric
simulations and other processing on the Semantic
Web for common use.
The eScience project members have been
trying to build a common information base by
applying Semantic Web technologies to several
existing databases on science and technology. To
extract the knowledge that researchers want from
fragments of existing information, it is necessary
to define uniform semantics across various
databases. The scientists involved in the project
assume that this will enable services to support
scientific and technological research efforts
across a wide range of disciplines.
(2) Application examples in bioinformatics
Representative examples of application of
the Semantic Web to bioinformatics are three
Genome Ontolog y (G O) projects : my Gr id,
MBOY- Service, and Semantic-MBOY. These are
systems to derive network structures of diverse
reaction pathways (e.g. metabolic pathways) in
the living body from data relationships.
It is assumed that in the living body there are
reaction pathways for many different substances
that are networked under complex control. In
fact, researchers have so far identified around
17,000 rules associated with reaction. These
reaction pathways are used to transfer signals.
GO systems serve as tools to effectively retrieve
pathways from the literature. They help find rules
regarding the base pairs and proteins relevant
to the target effect from millions of chemical
reactions.
Common goals pursued in these research
projects include automatic information service,
providing structure messages and middleware
for implementing this service, desirable forms
of displaying information service results and of
interfacing, measures to meet the different needs
of individual users, and constructing complex
ontologies.

Applied research project examples

(1) eScience
A group of researchers including Hendler, at
the University of Maryland, U.S., is proposing a
new direction in research by naming research
that aims to solve problems in diverse scientific
fields on grid computer systems “eScience.” To
avoid confusion, note that “eScience” addressed
here is different from the project carried out in
the U.K. on science and the computer[7].
Grid computing is the notion of connecting
numerous general - purpose CPUs to perform
co mpu t at io n s i n p a r a l l e l. To pr e d ic t t he
character istics of a cr ystal, for example, a
resea rcher needs to exa m i ne its chem ica l
s t r u c t u r e u s i n g e x i s t i n g d a t a b a s e s. G r i d
computing is ideal for large - scale database
searches and for relatively simple reasoning
tasks based on the search results. This makes
grid computing a promising candidate for the
Semantic Web processing engine.
Meanwhile, databases of technical knowledge,
although accu mu lated over ti me, have not
necessa r i ly been constr ucted i n a u n i f ied
manner. They var y in their data format and
operational procedure. In other words, data
size, computationa l complex it y of ser vice
i mplement ation, compat ibi l it y wit h ot her
op e r at ion s, a nd s o for t h d i f fe r f r om one
database to another. This implies the need for

(3) Research projects in Japan
Listed below are examples of Japanese projects
seeking to construct ontologies in science and
technology selected from the studies presented
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Table 1 : Major Japanese research projects on the Semantic Web
Research content

Affiliation of researchers

Structuring the knowledge on nanomaterials technology

Osaka Univ. Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research

Support for developing and operating space systems

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, Osaka Univ.

Knowledge structuring in biology

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology,
Computational Biology Research Center

Drug function

RIKEN, Genomic Sciences Center
Source: Prepared by STFC

at the Japanese Society for Artificial Intelligence.
Two of them are briefly described here.
The Institute of Scienti f ic and Industr ial
Research (ISIR) of Osaka University has been
working on constructing and using ontologies
to structure the knowledge on nanomaterials
technology. Nanotechnology research is related
to a wide range of existing research areas. Aware
of this, ISIR intends to develop a “conceptual”
interface through which common notions across
multiple fields are provided. Its current project
specifically addresses knowledge structuring by
analyzing patent information.
The Genomic Sciences Center, on the other
hand, has been developing a knowledge base
of reaction pathways that drugs have at the
molecular level. The first step is to describe
i nt e r a c t io n s b e t we e n s u b s t a n ce s i n R DF
u si ng t he rel at ion sh ip bet ween t he t h ree
elements of “drug,” “biomolecule,” and “output
from interactions.” On the database that has
accumulated their relations, drug interaction
ontolog y is i mplemented. T he ba sic r u les
regarding the combination of interactions are
then defined to enable reasoning on the database.
The result will be a tool that runs effective
queries on drug-interaction relationships. With
this tool, researchers will be able to infer reaction
pathways from retrieved interactions and thereby
discover new reaction pathways.

extremely difficult. If database assets already
exist, this difficulty increases because of the need
to ensure compatibility with their data format.
The authors point out that these factors make
research in bioinformatics take a significant
amount of time and human resources. They also
note that an approach in which the users of the
Semantic Web describe the services they want
using a syntax of the Semantic Web so that they
can find the appropriate services through the
notation is a promising model applicable to many
other fields. Bioinformatics is a representative
field where pioneering studies are conducted
on the Semantic Web. Adopting search tools
that involve knowledge processing based on a
large-scale database is likely to spread to other
scientific disciplines in the future. Therefore,
research techniques developed in bioinformatics
cou ld have a r ipple ef fect on resea rch on
specialized databases in many fields.

4-3

How research should be promoted

Last November, the 3rd International Semantic
Web Conference, 2004, or ISWC2004, the major
international forum on research in Semantic Web
technologies, was held in Hiroshima, Japan. Of
the total participants of 450, over 300 came from
overseas, creating an exceptionally cosmopolitan
mood for an international conference in Japan.
Among the papers presented, whose quality was
generally high, that delivered by a researcher who
appeared to be in his twenties was particularly
impressive.
The keynote speech was made by Edward
Feigenbaum, a professor at Stanford University,
w h o i s k n ow n a s t h e f a t h e r o f a r t i f i c i a l
intelligence and the 1994 winner of the Turing
Award. In his speech, he clearly expressed how
Semantic Web research should be promoted. His

(4) The significance of
Semantic Web research in bioinformatics
O n e s t u d y pu b l i s h e d i n t h e d o m a i n o f
bioinformatics mentions the following as general
findings from the research activities of authors for
the application of the Semantic Web.
Fi r st, constr ucti ng ontolog ies rega rd i ng
knowledge str uctures intrinsic to a field is
31
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strong message about this challenge was “Give
me something that works!” As demonstrated
i n co n s t r u c t i ng a nd op e r at i ng / m a n a g i ng
ontologies, Semantic Web research applies
the outcomes of advanced studies on artificial
intelligence. Through this message, Feigenbaum
probably intended to stress the importance of
practical application in this research area, where
language models and other theoretical studies
are often the focus of attention. Not only did the
professor underline the significance of real-world
applications, he also added his hopes for the
“spiral development of theory and practice.”
If approaches to research promotion were split
between the discipline type and the mission type,
the former would refer to efforts voluntarily made
within the framework of conventional activities in
scientific societies, and the latter would indicate
approaches that cross the existing boundaries
of specialties that are conducted under top
ma nagement control as projects prog ress.
From this point of view, the spiral development
mentioned by Feigenbaum requires mission-type
projects to be set up.
O n e e x a mp l e o f e x p e r i m e nt s a i m e d a t
demonstrating the effectiveness of the Semantic
We b i s t h e S e m a n t i c We b C h a l l e n g e , a n
international contest of application systems [8] .
This event, presented by a group of researchers
and funded by several scientific societies, intends
to better illustrate Semantic Web technologies to
society and stimulate current research activities
to higher goals.
In 2003, the first year of the contest, among
the 10 projects that participated, the winner
was CS AKTive Space, an application developed
by the University of Southampton, U.K. It was
a system designed for searching a database of
British computer scientists. For the 2004 contest,
18 teams have submitted applications as of
December. There has been only one attempt from
Japan, “Semblog,” which was submitted in 2003
by the National Institute of Informatics. More
active participation of Japanese universities in
such events is required.
Professor Feigenbaum also said that to develop
research in the Semantic Web area, where
connections with application fields are essential,
drawing the “path” of research is important in

formulating research plans. To explain the path,
he cited robot soccer tournaments as an example.
He pointed out that although this idea may
have caused laughter among researchers at first,
continued events year after year have produced a
steady stream of research outcomes in the area of
distributed artificial intellisgence. The professor
compared this with an opposite example in
which research on certain pattern recognition
has led to an impasse. He stated that given
today's improved processing capacity, pursuing
recognition accuracy alone at the level of a
fraction of a percent is meaningless as research.
Since the 1980’s boom in artificial intelligence
research, when large projects were launched
and implemented, activity in Japanese academic
communities in knowledge processing is assumed
to remain relatively high. The problem, however,
is that many research projects have followed the
discipline model. For future promotion in the
Semantic Web area, interdisciplinary research
projects should be managed with clearly defined
missions, as Feigenbaum’s message suggests. In
other words, it is essential to set up, beyond the
spiral path, environments and goals that can
bring meaningful achievements in both theory
and application.

5

Conclusion

This article has focused on Semantic Web
tech nologies because I consider that thei r
inherent orientation toward service is important
not only for future directions in information
technology advancement but also as a research
topic in many interdisciplinary fields of science
and technology.
Cu r rently, active discussions are held to
implement Japan’s Third Science and Technology
Basic Plan. Information and communications
technology is considered to continue to be a
key field in the nation’s science and technology
policy. In interdisciplinary areas between this
field and others, in particular, there are many
technological development issues that have been
recognized as critical.
To promote research in these interdisciplinary
a re a s, m i s sion - or iented m a n a gement t h at
emphasizes the “path” is essential, and this is the
32
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very type of management approach that Semantic
Web research needs.

[6]
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